Professional services provided at very reasonable
prices. The site that was created was beyond our
expectations in terms of de sign and userfriendliness. It helped us generate credibility for
potential customers as well as enabling us to
display additional services and work performed at
previous job sites. In turn, this gave our current
clients the confidence to choose us as contractors
on other services we provide. Overall a fantastic
experience and will undoubtedly be our sole
provider of web design in the future.
Founder - www.justgreen.ca

On behalf of the International Business and
Technology Program at Gordon Graydon
Memorial Secondary School, I would like to thank
Rustom for his numerous contributions that
enhanced and supported the program for the
past year. Rustom has provided consistent highcalibre performance and enabled us to rely on
your unfailing technical support and expertise.
Meeta Joseph - Program Coordinator,
International Business and Technology
Program

Rustom's intelligence takes him a long way and
coupled with his commitment to excellence he is
able to adapt very quickly constantly keeping the
overall goal in mind. He is not the kind of person
who settles for "just enough". He is intent on
completing his work in the best possible way. He
is passionate about what he does - a trait he has
developed from his personal life. His drive knows
no bounds. His dedication is exemplary.
Ron Lenyk - CEO, Living Arts Centre
Mississauga

Rustom was able to capture my vision in a
creative yet practical way; he is reliable and
professional in his approach. It is both an honour
and pleasure to know this young man and I have
no doubt that with this type of drive and
dedication; that Rustom will go a very long way
and succeed in whatever he chooses.
S. Dianne Morgan Founder, www.amazing-women.ca

Rustom Patel created a fantastic business site for
my photography company. Rustom's sound
communication skills, creativity, and
professionalism enabled him to develop a website
that exactly fits my needs as an entrepreneur. My
site is regularly complimented by my clients.
Barbara Allan - Founder, www.ballan.ca
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